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ENERGY REPORT November 2022 -  

ORGANIZATIONS OF THE NEW EARTH  

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

Translation: Marta 

 

 

In some passages of the text I do not write directly for obvious reasons. To illustrate some phenomena better, I 

use the description of dual reality and the Earth calculation of time, although everything is happening non-dually 

in the now, anyway. I present some processes in the simplest possible way, so that they are understandable. I focus 

mainly on the events of the ascending line. Those who need to understand the text, will understand without any 

difficulties. The text is meant to be read with the Heart. 
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1) 

At the beginning, a synthetic summary of October. 

 

October - as well as September - was strongly dynamic when it comes to energies. It started already on 1st and 

2nd October with several M-class flares and 3rd October with a strong X-class solar flare. A lot of people - as 

early as October 02/03 could feel strong energy flows giving feelings of nausea or energetic overload. Then a 

condensed energy recharging and cleansing the ancestral karma reached the Earth on October 5th, which brought 

great lightness and a significant increase in the perceptible level of vitality. It may have been like a ballast 

shedding. 

 

The process of purifying the family karma was continuing for the next few days until October 8th. At the level of 

human bodies, it was firmly felt in the skeletal system and spine, because the bones - as structural elements of the 

body - are of a crystalline nature - and they are the memory bank of ancestral patterns, linking a person to his/her 

ancestors.  

 

The purification of ancestral karma resulted in a distinct change in perception (both individual and collective) and 

an improvement in the synchronization of the cerebral hemispheres, which resulted (and will continue in the 

coming months) in an increasingly better vision of the Truth and the creative finding and implementation of 

specific solutions to life. Anyway, the leap of consciousness was observable on October 8th/9th. That's when the 

energy descending - among people who are sensitive - could be felt as a strong pressure/tingling on the top and 

back of the head and around the third eye. People with bodies that were still less well-adapted - could feel strong 

perceptual disorientation at this time, as well as memory lapses. 

 

On October 10th, another M-class solar flare happened. Another portion of energy reached the Earth, bringing 

more processes of cleansing from what is low-vibrational and belongs to the past. The turning point, however, 

was October 12th, as a sense of being completely disconnected from the past occurred on that day. One of the 

expressions of this process includes gaps in memory and a feeling of irrelevance of issues and topics that were of 
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great importance several months earlier. The process is what makes it much easier for people in the near future to 

free themselves from what no longer serves them. 

 

The intensified purification processes on multiple levels, which were present in the first half of October, could, at 

the level of the body, cause the appearance of flu-like conditions and also noticeable disorders in the digestive 

system and/or appetite changes. 

 

On October 13th, the space was severely disturbed with heavy, overwhelming energies that caused annoyance, 

quick irritability and weakness/fatigue at the physical body level. However, as early as October 14th (in the 

afternoon), there was an energetic adjustment bringing very light energies flowing into the heart chakra. 

 

For some people, the process of separating and clearing timelines was still closing in October (with regard to the 

collective level, I wrote about it in the report for October). This was especially felt intensively on October 17th. 

At that time, very vivid dreams were also possible, often with characters from the distant past or with weak 

connections to the present. 

 

After this clearing, more waves of light began arriving to the Earth from October 18th. This was visible on 

Schumann Resonance readings, which, for the first time in October, showed strongly white areas.  Sensitive 

people could feel it especially as a tingling sensation in the head, neck and upper spine. 

 

On October 18th/19th, there was also a purification of the remnants of low-vibrational patterns from the collective 

mental space. This may have triggered the return of old memories. At the level of the body, one could feel the 

spine, heart and sounds/noises in the ears. Since October 20th, I also noticed a significant raising of the vibration 

of the mental collective field. 

 

During this time, the cleansing process of the digestive system also started quite strongly on the level of the 

physical bodies. In the nearest future, this will result (and for some has already resulted) in a fundamental 

change in eating habits, loss of overweight or better assimilation of the food we consume. 
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On October 22nd/23rd, strong energies noticeable as white areas on the Schuman Resonance reached the Earth 

again. They were felt intensely at the crown chakra and all over the spine. In people with non-adapted bodies, 

they could, in turn, cause blood pressure peaks (hypertension), haemorrhages (including strokes, cerebral 

haemorrhages) and general circulatory disorders (including heart disorders). The whole process ended in the 

evening of October 23rd, when intense energies of Unconditional Love reached the Earth and brought peace and 

a feeling of very powerful emotional anchoring in the heart. All these swinging energies also caused an increased 

need for sleep and general physical fatigue in the body (reminiscent of tiredness after a great deal of physical 

activity). 

 

The upcoming two weeks (the report is published on October 26th) - until the first week of November - will bring 

further recognition in people of what is individually in need of cleansing. This will be especially the case with 

relational patterns (I will describe this in more details later in the report). 

 

 

(2) 

 

One of the processes that is going to be present with quite a high intensity in November (its begins were already 

visible at the end of October) is the purification of collective memory from fears of annihilation. This is not 

about minor cases on a local level, but is about the memory of catastrophes on a global scale. Here, the fear 

records related to various disasters of mankind, including the destruction of Atlantis, Lemuria and nuclear 

explosions, are being purified. And in addition, much deeper patterns concerning the extermination of the entire 

human species associated with asteroid impacts, previous polarizations or other cosmic-scale phenomena. This 

is really a very deep process to eventually disconnect us from the collective field of humanity's base 

traumas. 

 

Purifying a pattern often results in manifesting the subject of that pattern in material reality so that you can look 

at the model and embrace it with your perception. And then release it. For this reason, there are (and will still be 

in the future) themes of danger from nuclear power stations, or at least climate change causing a significant rise 
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in water levels and the risk of flooding some parts of the land. This is a very deep process, but necessary for the 

ascending line to leave the energetic space of collective existential traumas completely. 

 

A very separate issue is that the topics of danger are used by the low vibrational side, to try to manipulate people 

to generate additional fear. If this happens, it is important not to feed this with one's attention connected to 

emotions (I have written about how not to give away one's energy in this type of situations in many previous 

reports). 

 

(3) 

 

In parallel with the process of clearing the collective space of existential traumas, the collective process of 

clearing the space of relational traumas also begins. The collective field of relational traumas contains the 

memory of all the difficult relational events available to humanity throughout history: from persecution, denial, 

shame, rejection, to guilt, to separation. These are all themes of November and the following months. 

 

To clarify, I will also add that in the old matrix, the collective field of relational traumas fed the individual fields 

of relational base traumas in individual people. Such traumas - supplying an anxiety vibration to the individual 

person's field - resulted in a closed heart (or only its conditional opening). As a consequence, on the basis of a 

closed (conditionally only open heart), various defence mechanisms, rescue constructs and displacements were 

formed, deforming the vision of the other person in the relationship. These mechanisms blocked, in the old matrix, 

entering into relationships from the level of an unconditionally open heart. 

 

The ultimate release of all these patterns will allow people to restore a sense of connection to all that is. 

Collectively, this process will be completed in early 2027. This will eventually allow humanity (as a species) to 

open their hearts unconditionally (though of course, on an individual level, this is already happening/has happened 

in some individuals). 
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The above process will also bring in November and the following months the intensification of the already 

started process of freeing ourselves from unserving relationships and integrating relationship patterns that 

have not been worked out so far. In a lot of relationships, topics that have been "swept under the rug" until now 

will begin to be visible with growing intensity. Increasing "ailments" in relationships is supposed to help people 

release what does not serve them. But also making decisions about changes in relationships. 

 

It is a deep process of cleansing individual relationship patterns from the mental space, emotional space and 

cellular (body) level. And all this in order to ultimately be able to enter the space of an unconditionally open heart 

in a sustainable way. This is the basis of creating relationships based on the vibration of the heart. 

 

 

(4) 

 

November is bringing an intensification in the process of finding compatible Souls. I have already written about 

its symptoms in previous reports, but now the scale is becoming larger. More and more people will meet on their 

path a fully energetically compatible being, with whom it will be possible to form a fulfilling relationship. At the 

same time, people with fully assembled 12 strands of DNA will form so-called spins. As a reminder, spins - in 

addition to creating an energetic protective barrier for the Earth - are huge generators of high-vibration 

Unconditional Love energy that is anchored directly on our Planet. This energy not only protects specific areas 

from disturbances, but also has healing and revitalizing effects (I wrote about spins in my report for July 2022). 

 

Finding compatible Souls can help many people gain courage and make decisions connected with ending previous 

relationships, connections and interpersonal arrangements. 

 

This phenomenon is not only true for the potential of creating satisfying relationships from the ground level, but 

also for friendships or professional connections. Particularly in the latter case, people will merge into labor 

relations, which will soon bring the creation of completely new Organizations of the  New Earth (I will write 

about this later in the report). 
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All this will make it possible to broadcast even more energy of unconditional love into the collective space and 

further increase the vibrations on our Planet. 

 

(5) 

 

As a result of strong light waves reaching Earth in November ( up to February 2023), another group of people 

will develop the ability of extrasensory perception. Thereby, more and more beings will be able to use their 

previously hidden senses and abilities, such as telepathy, precognition, seeing auras, recognizing races of beings 

in "human" shells, clairvoyance or clairaudience, etc. Ultimately, this is supposed to lead to full recognition of 

the Truth and making the right decisions in life. 

 

A little digression here: however, it is worth being aware in all this, that the ability to perceive is one thing, while 

the level of perception of how things really are and understanding of multidimensional reality, is another. That's 

why it's worth being cautious about drawing rash conclusions and sharing them with the people around you, 

especially coming from isolated glimpses of new abilities. For a proper recognition, it is necessary to take into 

account many aspects and dimensions that are not always immediately discovered for the "reader" of the space. 

Generalizing, for example, to some races and their representatives may be an oversimplification of reality. Of 

course, each race has its own path of development and its own abilities. This gives a certain general typogram of 

a particular race. But within this general typogram there are variations and aberrations from the average in selected 

individuals. That is why the level of consciousness of a single being is so important in the reading. This is because 

it is what defines the standards of its behavior in material reality. That is why it is worth reading others with the 

Heart. It always knows. 

 

(6) 

 

The key process, of which the beginnings can already be observed in the energies in November, is the process of 

people creating New Earth organizations (this includes New Earth professions). This is the result of a number 

of internal processes already accomplished at the individual level in the previous months (including coming out 
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of fear, seeing the Truth and following the Soul's calling, and a number of others, that I have written about in 

previous reports - I encourage you to have a look). Since this is visible in energies at the moment, so the process 

itself in the matter will start for good in about 3-4 months, from early spring 2023. 

 

The organizations (professions) of the New Earth are the natural manifestation of the professional field in 

people who follow their own Heart by realizing the calling of the Soul, and at the same time are ready to 

follow the flow of life with the trust. This path leads directly to abundance in the form of professional 

fulfilment, an increase in energy (each day lived in accordance with the calling of the Soul results in an increase 

in life energy), but also financial abundance (because we are still living in material reality) allowing us to fulfil 

our chosen activities in peace. Focusing on the Soul's calling also causes what one does to become a brand of the 

heart, and the space "brings" all those in need to such a person. This removes the problem of "worrying about 

clients," and all energy can be redirected to the essence of the activity itself in accordance with the calling of the 

Soul. 

 

New Earth organizations do not resemble classical companies. Here the most important thing is to act on 

the basis of a higher purpose, for the benefit of the general public. When action is based on this, and it is in 

accordance with the vocation of the Soul of the founder (who additionally acts in accordance with his own energy 

strategy and decision-making authority - see psychological-energetic profile), the natural consequence is a surge 

of abundance, including financial. 

 

The organization of the New Earth does not "chase the customer," does not create any formalized strategies, there 

is no planning from the level of ego-mind or typical hierarchical management of people. What happens here is 

following goals that emerge by evolution, as the right and best answer for the circumstances. And this does not at 

all mean being inert or not having any influence. Instead, here - the focus on the interior and the Heart causes the 

attraction of specific circumstances, which are then transformed into specific effects in material reality. The 

purpose appears from the center of such an organization, it is not something external set by the ego-mind, 

which is what one tries to reach by omitting along the way everything that is not included in the plan (although it 

is valuable). 
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The choice of directions is related to the heart and feeling, not to thinking. Indeed, it is the heart that is responsible 

for direction, not the head. The head is needed to - after choosing a direction with the heart - implement that 

direction operatively into material reality. Such a conception of actions in the professional sphere may be 

unimaginable to those who still function based on fear and ego-mind. 

 

In the New Earth organization, each member takes full responsibility for his or her own actions, although 

many decisions are made by common agreement. This results in a much higher level of engagement (a person 

fully identifies with what he himself has voluntarily undertaken and implements, and has a feeling of community 

with others). 

 

Another characteristic of the New Earth organization is that each of its participants can be fully themselves 

at work. He does not play a specific role related to his function (because there are no such positions - everyone 

is equal). This is because identifying only with a specific role diminishes a person's energy potential, because he 

does not realize his fullness. For this reason, in the New Earth organization, one mixes private and professional 

life (which is hardly acceptable in classical companies). Against the odds, this results in much greater efficiency 

of operation and shorter time needed to perform certain activities. 

 

Many of the people I talk to, are afraid to leave their previous ways of earning a living, despite the fact that they 

generate stress, do not bring satisfaction and are highly inconvenient (e.g. disrupt the rhythm of the day, 

interpersonal relations, etc.). The key pattern keeping such people in the status quo, is fear of change, fear of the 

unknown or lack of confidence in their own abilities. On the other hand, most often somewhere deep inside, such 

a person already has a noticeable desire for what he or she would like to do, although this desire is sabotaged by 

beliefs flowing from the head. 

 

It is worth to remember that energy follows attention. So, if most of your attention is directed on doing activities 

and work that you don't want to do, then exactly such a field is fed with energy and becomes stronger. So knowing 

this rule, it is a good idea to give a little, and then more and more of your attention each day, to what you want to 

do. In this way, the energy field associated with the manifestation of work, in accordance with the Soul's vocation 
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is strengthened. Feel with your whole/full self what it would be like to live this way and do what you love. It also 

works well with the intention: "I am ready to work/live/occupy (here to choose) according to my Soul's calling. 

It's done, it's done, it's done." And then following your own energy strategy and decision-making authority. This 

allows you to then make the correct choices leading to the manifestation of such a solution in life. 

 

Here a small digression (I mentioned this a few reports back): Some people do not know what their vocation is. 

They try to find the answer to this question with their minds. They look for the calling outside. Such an action is 

not effective, because the concept is that it leads to looking for something that is outside of the person. Meanwhile, 

a vocation emerges from a person, when the level of his vibration rises so much, that a person begins to 

connect with their own Heart. Each person's vocation is written in his or her individual energy matrix, and as 

soon as a person follows his or her energy strategy, the natural result of doing so is that at some point he or she 

becomes vibrationally compatible with the entries in that exemplary matrix. Thus, vibrating with one's own 

vocation, one naturally begins to manifest it in one's life. Then, even if one wanted to, one cannot escape one's 

own calling. Which is what I wish for everyone. 

 

With love - Anna 

 

I also encourage you to read the earlier series of energy reports available at 

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/. They not only carry information, but most of all, they anchor 

new energies in people and allow you to maintain a higher vibrational level. 

 

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

 

Contact:        

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/     (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


